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Abstract. Today, advanced technical systems are complex, reconfigurable
mechatronic systems where most control and reconfiguration functionality is rea-
lized in software. A number of requirements have to be satisfied in order to ap-
ply the model-driven development approach and the UML for mechatronic sys-
tems: The UML design models must support the specification of the required
hard real-time event processing. The real-time coordination in the UML models
must embed the continuous control behavior in form of feedback-controllers to
allow for the specification of discrete and continuous hybrid systems. Advanced
solutions further require the dynamic exchange of feedback controllers at run-
time (reconfiguration). Thus, a modeling of rather complex interplays between
the information processing and the control is essential. Due to the safety-critical
character of mechatronic systems, the resulting UML models of complex, dis-
tributed systems and their real-time behavior must be verifiable in spite of the
complex structure and the embedded reconfigurable control elements. Finally, an
automatic code synthesis has to map the specification correctly to code. In this pa-
per, we will present our MECHATRONIC UML approach, which fulfills all these
requirements. The approach is motivated and illustrated by means of a running
example.

1 Introduction

An emerging field of software engineering research concerns complex, reconfigurable
mechatronic systems. Mechatronic systems [1] combine technologies from mechani-
cal and electrical engineering as well as from computer science. They are real-time
systems because reactions to the environment usually have to be completed within a
specific, predictable time and they are hybrid systems because they usually consist of
discrete control modes as well as implementations of continuous feedback controllers.
As incorrect software can lead to failures with fatal consequences, they are also safety-
critical systems.
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Mechatronic systems, which had been single, autonomous systems, have been used
in distributed settings, which require extensive coordination, in recent times. Due to
the new requirements stemming from distribution and coordination scenarios, a new
generation of reconfigurable mechatronic systems has emerged. Those reconfigurable
mechatronic systems change their behavior in order to comply with certain roles, which
result from coordination and contracts with other mechatronic systems.

This reconfiguration leads to an increased complexity and thus makes it more diffi-
cult to fulfill safety-critical requirements. To guarantee safety for reconfigurable mecha-
tronic systems, we extend in this paper the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) ap-
proach [2] for the design of hybrid mechatronic real-time systems with reconfiguration.

The today existing UML specification languages for technical systems [3,4,5,6,7,8]
only provide solutions for either modeling, verification, or code generation, but fail to
provide seamless support for all three requirements, which would be necessary for the
model-driven development of reconfigurable mechatronic systems. Therefore, a spec-
ification language (model) is required, that contains at first sufficient information to
specify the real-time behavior of the system in such a manner that high level modeling,
verification, and semantically correct source code generation are possible. Methods for
verification are required that guarantee the correctness of the whole distributed, hard
real-time system. Reconfigurable mechatronic systems are typically too complex to di-
rectly verify the whole system using model checking. Instead, the model must enable
the compositional model checking which considers just the component’s external vis-
ible behavior to verify the real-time coordination. When specifying the details of the
component’s behavior within the model, it must be possible to guarantee that adding
the details does not invalidate the component’s external behavior taken into account
during verification.

In this paper, we present the MECHATRONIC UML approach which allows the
model-driven development of complex, distributed, safety-critical real-time systems
which supports modeling, verification, and code generation by employing earlier in-
ventions namely hybrid mechatronic components [9] and real-time coordination pat-
terns [10]. Two different views need to be distinguished: the structural view and the
behavioral view. The structural view describes the overall system that consists of mul-
tiple component instances, which are possibly distributed, interconnected with each
other, and which are exchanging messages via communication. In the behavioral view,
the behavior of single components is specified. As proposed in the MDA approach,
structure and behavior are specified with platform independent models which are trans-
formed to platform specific code, later. We apply UML diagrams [3] as platform inde-
pendent models. UML state machines are extended by more expressive constructs for
the description of real-time behavior [11,12]. Component diagrams are refined such that
block diagrams [13], which are the most common description technique in the domain
of feedback control engineering, can be smoothly integrated [9].

The required steps during the model-driven development with the MECHA-
TRONIC UML approach can basically be divided into three phases which will be de-
scribed in detail in Section 3 (see Figure 1). In the first two phases a correct platform in-
dependent model (PIM) is specified: In the first phase (steps 1-3), the system structure is
defined which is used to identify where in the system communication is required. Each
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Fig. 1. Seamless support for the design of mechatronic systems

communication is described by an individual real-time coordination pattern. These co-
ordination patterns have different roles, which contain the real-time logic for the coordi-
nation, and a real-time constraint, which is proven w.r.t. certain communication network
properties. If such a coordination pattern has been designed and successfully verified,
it is added to a pattern library for reuse.

In the second phase (steps 4-6), the mechatronic components are built using the pre-
fabricated already verified coordination patterns, stored in the library of patterns. The
real-time behavior of the component is a refinement of the combination of pattern roles
and additional specified behavior. The employed refinement notion ensures the verified
real-time properties. In addition, the component’s internal coordination has to be veri-
fied to exclude inconsistent behavior or deadlocks. In the next step further components
(e.g. hybrid ones) are embedded into the superordinated component. Simple consistency
checks ensure again that the verified real-time properties of the coordination patterns
are still valid in spite of the embedding. Thus, a complete verification of the system is
not necessary, because the verification results of the individual patterns and components
still hold for the complete system. In the last phase, the platform specific model (PSM)
and finally platform specific source code is synthesized in step 7.

In the next section, we present the application scenario, which is used within this pa-
per to exemplify the application of our approach. In Section 3, we present our approach
w.r.t. system structure, real-time behavior, real-time coordination, and the integration
of hybrid behavior. Our approach is then compared with the UML 2.0 specification [3]
in Section 4 and other related work in Section 5. We finally conclude in Section 6 and
present current and future work.

2 Application Example

As concrete example, we present the design of a self-optimizing version of the soft-
ware for the RailCab research project1 which aims at using a passive track system with
self-optimizing shuttles that operate individually and make independent and decentral-
ized operational decisions. The vision of the railcab project is to provide the comfort of

1 http://www-nbp.upb.de/en
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individual traffic concerning scheduling and on-demand availability of transportation
as well as individually equipped cars on the one hand and the cost and resource effec-
tiveness of public transport on the other hand. The modular railway system combines
sophisticated undercarriages with the advantages of new actuation techniques as em-
ployed in the Transrapid2 to increase passenger comfort while still enabling high speed
transportation and (re-)use of the existing railway tracks.

One particular problem is to reduce the energy consumption due to air resistance
by coordinating the autonomously operating shuttles in such a way that they build con-
voys whenever possible. Such convoys are built on-demand and require a small dis-
tance between the different shuttles such that a high reduction of energy consumption
is achieved. Coordination between speed control units of the shuttles becomes a safety-
critical aspect and results in a number of hard real-time constraints, which have to be
addressed when building the control software of the shuttles.

When shuttles approach each other, they use wireless communication to coordinate
the building of the convoy. Dependent on the position within the convoy they have to
change their behavior. For example a rear shuttle will no longer hold the velocity on
a constant level, but the distance to the front shuttle. Therefore, it dynamically has to
exchange the feedback controller which controls its acceleration. Further, a shuttle will
reduce the intensity of braking when another one drives in a short distance behind to
avoid a rear-end collision. Consequently, the shuttle design must ensure on the one hand
that the communication fulfills all safety requirements (e.g. safe coordination when
building or breaking convoys, no deadlocks) and that the exchange of the dynamic
controller (reconfiguration) guarantees safety and stability.

As a running example within this paper we consider a simplified version of the
convoy building problem. Namely we assume that only convoys of two shuttles are
built.

3 Model-Driven Development with MECHATRONIC UML

For the component-based development of mechatronic systems with UML, we extend
the UML by notions for the specification of continuous and real-time behavior. The
real-time extensions for the UML are specially geared towards verification of safety-
critical properties. In the following, we will describe our approach in detail using the
above mentioned example.

3.1 System Structure

UML component diagrams are used for the specification of the structure of our systems.
Component diagrams specify components and their interaction in form of connectors.
We distinguish component types and their instances during runtime. Connectors model
the communication between different components via the ports and interfaces and the
communication properties w.r.t. message loss, latency, etc. Ports are distinct interaction
points between components and are typed by provided and required interfaces.

2 http://www.transrapid.de/en
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Fig. 2. Type specification of component Shuttle

For our example scenario, Figure 2 shows the component type for the shuttle. The
Shuttle component contains a hybrid AccelerationControl (AC) component instance.
This component computes the acceleration needed to achieve a specific goal (keep-
ing a specified distance or keeping a specified speed level). The AccelerationControl
component has five incoming continuous ports for the current velocity vcur, the current
distance ∆cur, and the velocity of the front shuttle vFront provided by sensors, and the
required velocity vreq and the required distance ∆req which are parameterized refer-
ence inputs. Further, AccelerationControl has one outgoing continuous port that sends
the acceleration values to the appropriate hardware actuator devices. In addition (the
details are presented in Section 3.4), the AC component contains discrete behavior to
switch between keeping distance or keeping velocity on a constant level, and, thus, is a
hybrid component. For clearer presentation, the sensors and actuators connected to the
input ports and the output port of the AC component have been hidden.

3.2 Real-Time Coordination

Interaction between component instances during runtime is a major part in the design
of complex, reconfigurable, mechatronic systems. In our scenario, a shuttle forms a
convoy with another shuttle via the RearRole and FrontRole interfaces. In the domain
of mechatronic systems, an autonomous unit like a shuttle reacts in a local environment
and the interfaces to its environment are strictly defined (as e.g. a shuttle trying to
build a convoy has to interact only with one other shuttle and not with a third one
which is a few kilometers away). This domain-specific restriction is the reason why
usually only relative simple coordination patterns have to be constructed, i.e. patterns
with simple coordination protocols between roles, limited numbers of input signals and
a fixed number of roles.

The interaction between two shuttles w.r.t. building a convoy is one such simple co-
ordination pattern. Figure 3 shows the ConvoyCoordination pattern between two shut-
tles. The protocol for building and breaking convoys is specified in the roles of this
pattern (see Figure 4). Components in the domain of mechatronic systems must meet
real-time requirements. Therefore, we use our real-time variant of UML state machines
called Real-Time Statecharts [11,12] for the specification of role behavior. They al-
low to apply constructs from timed automata [14,15] like clocks, time guards, time
invariants and further annotations like worst case execution times and deadlines (see
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Fig. 3. Component Diagram and Patterns
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Fig. 4. Statechart of the RearRole role and the FrontRole role

Section 3.3). As shown in [11], these annotations enable an automatic implementation
on a real physical machine with limited resources.

If an event has the form interface.message it means that the transition is triggered
when message is received via the interface interface. Side-effects of the form inter-
face.message describe the sending of message to a receiver which is connected via
interface. Later, we will use events where no interface is specified. Then message is
local and sent or received within the same statechart.

Initially, both roles are in state noConvoy::default, which means that they are not
in a convoy. The rear role non-deterministically chooses whether to propose building a
convoy or not. After having chosen to propose a convoy, a message is sent to the other
shuttle resp. its front role. The front role chooses non-deterministically to reject or to
accept the proposal after max. 1000 msec. In the first case, both statecharts revert to
the noConvoy::default state. In the second case, both roles switch to the convoy::default
state.

Eventually, the rear shuttle non-deterministically chooses to propose a break of the
convoy and sends this proposal to the front shuttle. The front shuttle chooses non-
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deterministically to reject or accept that proposal. In the first case, both shuttles remain
in convoy-mode. In the second case, the front shuttle replies by an approval message,
and both roles switch into their respective noConvoy::default states.

For the connector which represents the wireless network we do not apply an explicit
statechart, but instead specify its QoS characteristics such as throughput, maximal delay
etc. in the form of connector attributes. In our example, we assume that the connector
forwards incoming signals with a delay of 1 up to 5 msec. The connector is unsafe in
the sense that it might fail at any time, such that we set our specific QoS characteristic
reliable to false.

To provide safe behavior, the following RT-OCL [16] constraint must hold. It de-
mands that a combination of role states where the front role is in state noConvoy and
the rear role is in state convoy is not possible. This is required because such a situation
would allow the front shuttle to brake with full intensity although another shuttle drives
in short distance behind, which causes a rear-end collision.

context DistanceCoordination inv:
not (self.oclInState(RearRole::Main::convoy) and

self.oclInState(FrontRole::Main::noConvoy))

It is shown in [10], that this property holds. As mentioned there, those patterns are
individually constructed and verified. In the next section, we show how components are
developed without compromising the verification results by composing roles of differ-
ent coordination patterns and refining their behavior. In our example, the Shuttle com-
ponent is a combination of refined versions of the RearRole and the FrontRole. For a
component, which combines different patterns respective the roles, the verified proper-
ties still hold due to the approach presented in [10]. Thus, components for mechatronic
systems are developed in a way similar to a construction kit using several proven and
verified building blocks and refine them to suit different requirements.

3.3 Local Real-Time Behavior

Figure 5 depicts the behavior of the Shuttle component from Figure 2, taken from [10]
and extended with real-time annotations. The Real-Time Statechart consists of three
orthogonal states FrontRole, RearRole, and Synchronization. FrontRole and RearRole
are refinements of the role behaviors from Figure 4 and specify in detail the commu-
nication that is required to build and to break convoys. Synchronization coordinates
the communication and is responsible for initiating and breaking convoys. The three
sub-states of Synchronization represent whether the shuttle is in the convoy at the first
position (convoyFront), at second position (convoyRear), or whether no convoy is built
at all (noConvoy). The whole statechart is a refinement of both role descriptions as it just
resolves the non-determinism from the roles from Figure 4 and does not add additional
behavior.

As mentioned above, components in the domain of mechatronic systems must meet
real-time requirements. In the specific example it needs not only to be specified that,
e.g. RearRole has to send a startConvoy message after receiving convoyOK, but also that
this has to be finished within a specific, predictable time. Therefore, we apply our Real-
Time Statecharts [11] for specification. Real-Time Statecharts respect that the firing of
transitions consumes time and that real physical, mechatronic systems can never react
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Fig. 5. Behavior of the Shuttle component

in zero time, but always with a delay. To represent this in the model, we make use of the
deadline construct:

In Figure 5 so called deadline intervals dc and d1 are used to specify a minimum
and a maximum duration for the time between triggering a transition and finishing its
execution. E.g. sending the message convoyProposalRejected to RearRole has to be
finished within the time specified by dc after receiving the message noConvoy in state
FrontRole::noConvoy::wait. As another example for predictable timing behavior (real-
time behavior) the change in Synchronization from noConvoy to convoyFront has to be
finished within d1.

3.4 Controller Integration

The Acceleration Control (AC) component contained in the Shuttle component (cf.
Figure 2) is a hybrid component. It consists of two discrete control modes which rep-
resent whether the shuttle is under velocity control or under distance control (see Fig-
ure 6). Further it has continuous in- and outputs. Dependent on the active discrete mode
either the current and the required velocity are used for the velocity controller or the cur-
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rent and required distance to the front shuttle as well as the velocity of the first shuttle
are used for the distance controller. The output a is the acceleration in any mode.

In order to embed the continuous controllers into the discrete states, the Real-Time
Statecharts are extended to hybrid ones. In Hybrid Statecharts each discrete state is
associated with a configuration of embedded component instances [9]. In this example,
each configuration consists of just one single feedback controller.

When a change occurs between the discrete states, a discrete switch between the
controllers could lead to an unsteadiness in the output signal a. This unsteadiness will
stimulate additional excitations which could lead to instability even when both con-
trollers are stable on their own. In order to avoid these unsteadinesses, output cross-
fading is applied [9]. This is specified by a fading function ffade1 resp. ffade2 and a
minimal and a maximal fading duration (df1 resp. df2 ) which is specified as an interval
as well.

Although the hybrid AC component has five different continuous input signals,
never all of them are required. When the component is in velocity control mode only
vcur and vreq are required, in distance control mode only ∆cur, ∆req , and vFirst are
required. These dynamic interfaces are visualized by the so called Interface Statechart
in Figure 7.

The Interface Statechart abstracts from the component’s internals as it just contains
the externally relevant behavior: the different control modes, the modes’ continuous
in- and outputs, and the deadline information for switches between the control modes.
Whether fading is required and which kind of fading function is applied and which
components are associated to the discrete states is not important for the external view.
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This interface representation is used when the different components are embedded into
each other (see below).

The Shuttle and the AC component, which have been designed independent of each
other, are embedded hierarchically from the structural point of view (cf. Figure 2). As
their behavior is executed concurrently, we say AC is hierarchically, parallel embedded
into Shuttle. As it makes no sense for AC to be in state DistanceControl while Synchro-
nization is in state convoyFront, which represents the situation when there is no further
shuttle before, the two behavior descriptions have to be coordinated.

Therefore, the Shuttle statechart from Figure 5 is extended to a Hybrid Statechart.
Figure 8 depicts the orthogonal Synchronization state, whose sub-states embed different
configurations each consisting of one AC instance and its current internal state and con-
tinuous interface. So in Figure 8 is specified that AC has to be in state DistanceControl
when Synchronization is in state convoyRear. If Synchronization is in state noConvoy or
convoyFront, AC has to be in state VelocityControl. Consequently, a state change within
the orthogonal Synchronization state implies a state change in its embedded AC compo-
nent. As only the external visible information of the AC component is important when
it is embedded, the form of the embedded component is equal to the single states of the
Interface Statechart from Figure 7.

This kind of modeling has the advantage that it supports the decomposition into
multiple components that is required to handle the complexity in mechatronic systems.
Further the control engineering know-how is separated from the software engineering
know-how: The discrete coordination and communication is specified by the statechart
from Figure 5, the continuous behavior and the restrictions of the controller exchange is
specified in Figure 6 and the later integration is specified in Figure 8. Another advantage
is the support for flexible continuous interfaces.

In order to ensure that the results of the compositional verification are not invali-
dated by the detailed realization of the Shuttle component, the component realization
has to be a refinement of the role behavior (see Section 3.2). The statechart from Fig-
ure 5 is a refinement of the roles from Figure 4. Consequently, it needs to be ensured
that the embedding of AC still just refines the specified real-time behavior from Figure 5
and is not adding additional behavior or is in conflict with the real-time specification of
this superordinated component.

Assume, for example, in Figures 5 and 8 is specified that a change from state no-
Convoy to convoyRear has to be finished after 200 msec and that this change implies a
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change of the embedded AC component from VelocityControl to DistanceControl. Then
in Figure 7 the minimal fading duration may not be above 200 msec.

This example demonstrates how consistency is approved by simple syntactical
checks between the superordinated component and the Interface Statecharts of the em-
bedded components: In the above example df1 ⊆ dc must be satisfied. Such checks
have to be enforced for every possible change of the global state (the current global
state consists of the current states of all components). Due to the hierarchically, parallel
embedding, the global state space is restricted: Although Synchronization consists of
3 states and AC of 2 states, the hierarchical parallel composition does not consist of
2 ∗ 3 = 6 states, but just of 3 states.3 This information is contained in the specification
in Figure 8 and does not need to be derived by a costly reachability analysis. Conse-
quently, the number of consistency checks to be enforced are thus not exponential in
the number of states. If these consistency checks are successful, the results of the com-
positional model checking presented in Section 3.2 are valid even for components that
embed further components in the hierarchical, parallel manner (cf. [9]).

4 MECHATRONIC UML and Standard UML

The UML 2.0 [3] can be considered as the currently evolving de facto standard
for modeling complex software systems. Event though the standard UML 2.0 is not
specifically tailored for technical systems, it is frequently applied also in this domain
(cf. [17,4,18,19]) and actually includes most of the concepts of the Real-Time Object-
Oriented Modeling (ROOM) approach [20]. However, as the ROOM concepts focus
on architectural design and do not address the real-time or hybrid behavior of the op-
erational model at all, UML supports real-time aspects only rudimentarily and hybrid
behavior not at all. In the presented MECHATRONIC UML approach, the architectural
design must employ standard UML components and patterns in a well-defined rigorous
manner. The real-time communication protocols of each port or pattern role have to be
specified. While UML 2.0 offers so called Protocol State Machines (PSM) to do so,
we require that our real-time extension of the UML state machines named Real-Time
Statecharts are employed.

A relevant UML extension w.r.t. real-time is the UML Profile for Schedulability,
Performance, and Time [4]. The profile defines general resource and time models which
are used to describe the real-time specific attributes of the modeling elements such as
schedulability parameters or quality of service (QoS) characteristics. Besides an ab-
stract logic model, a more concrete engineering model can be specified by using these
extensions. The engineering model is later used for the required model analysis and
code generation. However, appropriate concepts for the real-time modeling at the logic
model level are missing and real-time aspects are only present at the level of the engi-
neering model. Thus, the developer has to map his logical model onto the technical con-
cepts such as threads and periods manually. Then, he has to test and adjust the logical
model as well as its mapping to the engineering model manually until the engineering
model mets all real-time constraints.

3 This is because the state combinations (convoyFront, DistanceControl), (noConvoy, Dis-
tanceControl), and (convoyRear, VelocityControl) are not reachable.
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The presented approach in contrast addresses real-time aspects at the logical model
level. The employed Real-Time Statecharts support deadlines, worst case execution
times, clocks, clock resets, time guards, and time invariants. Therefore they provide
powerful abstract means to specify complex timing requirements. A formally defined
semantics for them further enables the compositional verification by means of model
checking. MECHATRONIC UML thus really enables the model-driven development of
real-time systems as all required timing requirements are contained in the (logical)
model and the synthesis of the mapping to threads and their periods can be done au-
tomatically.

A request for proposals for UML for System Engineering (UML for SE) [21] by the
OMG currently address UML in the context of technical systems. The idea of UML for
SE is to provide a language that supports the system engineer in modeling and analyzing
software, hardware, logical and physical subsystems, data, personnel, procedures, and
facilities. The presented approach addresses some of these issues, but mainly focuses
on the specific requirements of hybrid, reconfigurable, mechatronic systems.

One distinguishing proposal for UML for SE is the Systems Modelling Language
(SysML),4 which extends a subset of the UML 2.0 specification. One extension, related
to the design of continuous and hybrid systems are Structured Classes, that describe the
fine structure of a class extended by continuous communication links between ports.
In Parametric Diagrams the parametric (arithmetic) relations between numerical at-
tributes of instances are specified and the nodes of Activity Diagrams are extended
with continuous functions and in- and outputs. This enables to model simple difference
equations, but using this approach to model complex feedback-controllers leads to an
overwhelming complexity. The specification or the integration of continuous behavior
in form of continuous components is not supported. Further SysML does not support
reconfiguration, as the specification of parametric relations is always static.

In contrast to UML 2.0 and the SysML proposal, our approach provides the re-
quired support for modeling of hybrid, reconfigurable systems by first refining UML
ports into discrete, continuous, and hybrid ones such that hybrid components can be
modeled with UML components. To specify the reconfiguration and hybrid behavior
of these components, we extended Real-Time Statecharts towards Hybrid Statecharts
which employ UML instance diagrams of the subordinated components to specify the
state-dependent embedding and coordination. The formal definition of the embedding
for Hybrid Statecharts enables to check efficiently whether an embedding is consistent.
A consistent embedding further ensures, that the real-time properties, verified through
compositional model checking, still hold for the more detailed hybrid system behavior.

5 Related Work

Besides UML and its profiles, a number of proprietary approaches for the modeling of
technical systems with UML exist.

Within the IST project AIT-WOODDES hierarchical timed automata (HTA) [5]
have been invented to enable the modeling and verification of complex real-time be-
havior. HTA are a hierarchial extension of timed automata [15] and they provide most

4 http://www.sysml.org
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of the powerful modeling concepts of statecharts as well as clocks. A mapping to multi-
ple parallel running flat timed automata permits to verify the model by using the model
checker UPPAAL [14]. Code synthesis has also been addressed in [22], however, the
approach is restricted to flat automata and does not take into account the delays that
occur when transitions are fired. Our approach for code generation respects hierarchy,
parallelism, and the real-time specifications [11,23].

The aim of the IST OMEGA project [6] is to ensure the correctness of embedded
systems. In the approach, the UML has been extended by additional time constructs and
a formally defined semantics is intended. However, unlike our approach, there is no sup-
port for hybrid behavior and compositional verification. Verification is only supported
for the semi-automatic verification via theorem proving.

Like the presented approach, HyROOM [7] and the underlying HyCharts [8] sup-
port the component-based modeling of hybrid systems. The software’s architecture is
specified similar to ROOM/UML-RT and the behavior is specified by statecharts whose
states are associated with systems of ordinary differential equations and differential
constraints or Matlab/Simulink block diagrams. These approaches provide means for
the reconfiguration of systems in terms of changing the continuous behavior. But it is
only possible to reconfigure the model inside a component on one hierarchy-level. In
contrast to that, our approach allows for a complex reconfiguration altering the structure
and concerning more than one hierarchy-level. Support for compositional verification
of models is not addressed by any of these approaches.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Reconfigurable mechatronic systems in the domain of safety-critical distributed systems
must be designed with great care. MECHATRONIC UML not only supports the model-
driven development of such systems respecting real-time requirements, but also allows
for a mixture of discrete event-based as well as continuous behavior. In addition, the
applied modeling approach contains means for the compositional verification of safety-
critical properties. Finally, source code is synthesized from the models, which respects
the real-time constraints and safety requirements of the model.

MECHATRONIC UML further refines the industry standard UML where possible
and provides a well defined UML subset as well as a guideline how to develop safety-
critical reconfigurable mechatronic systems.

Tool support (in form of a number of plug-ins for the Fujaba Tool Suite5) for the
specification, verification and automatic source code synthesis of the Real-Time State-
charts and the real-time coordination patterns exists. For the support of hybrid behavior
a prototypic implementation exists and we are currently working on the tool support.

In the future, we plan to employ graph transformations [24] to describe the recon-
figuration of the behavior w.r.t. the online addition or removal of coordination pattern
roles. By this reconfiguration, the hybrid components reconfigure themselves to differ-
ent coordination scenarios to optimize their memory and processing power footprints.
These reconfigurations specified by graph transformations are also targets for the veri-
fication of safety-critical properties.

5 http://www.fujaba.de
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We further plan to integrate MECHATRONIC UML with our approaches for auto-
matic deployment [25] and dependability [26] with UML.
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